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FEE SCHEDULE AND BOOKING INFORMATION  
 
CLASS LIMIT: 20 STUDENTS (Up to 25 accommodated for additional $30 per student)  
 
LECTURE    $600  

FULL DAY CLASS   $750  

HALF DAY CLASS  $550  

MULTI-DAY CLASS  $700/day  

 
A $100 non-refundable deposit is required at the time the contract is signed.  
 
* Travel and lodging expenses in addition to class fees. All round-trip air transportation 

charges, including two checked bags, early check-in and an aisle seat. I prefer to book my 

own flights and am always careful to find the lowest reasonable airfare. If the group books the 

ticket, I reserve the right to approve the flights and seat assignments in advance of booking.  

 

* Hotel accommodations required. Single, non-smoking room. No shared accommodations. 

Hotel/motel must be equipped with an elevator; if not available room must be accessible 

without having to use stairs.  

 

* I travel with two very large heavy bags, weighing approximately 50 pounds each, plus two 

carry on bags. It is necessary for the individual that picks me up from the airport to be able to 

assist me with moving these bags. Their vehicle must be large enough to hold all my 

luggage.  

 

* I will send electronic photos pertinent to workshops or lectures for inclusion in your 

newsletter, and supply lists for classes. I will also send any printed information that I may 

have upon request (magazine articles, book sell sheets, etc).  

 

* Quilts are rarely shipped for guild use in advance due to my heavy teaching schedule. I 

have quilts in my possession for teaching examples.  

 

* If quilts must be shipped to your guild for any reason, the guild is responsible for 

reimbursing the cost of the shipping and for shipping the quilts back to me via the same 

carrier and service (2 Day Air) on the first business day following the last date of the event. 


